In The Margins: Special Populations And American Justice
**Synopsis**

Taken from criminological, anthropological, and sociological perspectives, this book addresses a broader range of special populations in the criminal justice system. Chapters are devoted to Asian Americans, gays and lesbians, Latinos, Middle-Easterners, Native Americans, and the elderly in addition to the traditional minority groups. Historical development, societal issues, crime and punishment, discrimination, employment, and other serious problems are considered throughout. Using anecdotal discussions, readers look at special populations in various roles throughout the criminal justice system and get a more balanced view of the myriad of issues relating to the concept of marginalized groups.
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**Customer Reviews**

The first day I started to read this book for my class pages started falling out. Now about half of the pages have fallen out and the rest are soon to follow. This book really needs better binding. Make sure if you get it to remember that you will constantly be picking up pages and struggling to put them back in place and order.

I ordered this book and for some reason the ispn number did not match what my teacher wanted. So now I have to get another book. Other than that it was okay, did not read it or do anything with it, I have no need for it.
Nice book. First few chapters are nice and short. The statistics are out of date though and a new edition should be printed.

Good quality book. Required for a current Criminal Justice class I am taking. Not a bad book, but I'm no avid book reader or reviewer of them.
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